Asheville, NC
kickin’ ash and taking names

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS
- Blue Ridge Parkway... for a hike or a roadside picnic
- aSHEville Museum... for some women’s history
- The Spa at Grove Park Inn... for a treatment or a drink with a view
- ★ Battery Park Book Exchange... for a used book store with a full bar

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
- Tupelo Honey Cafe... for the best chicken and waffles
- White Duck Taco... for a taco for every craving
- Curate... for Spanish tapas
- ★ Bouchon... for French comfort food and a cozy atmosphere

BEST PLACES TO GO “BOTTOMS UP”
- Catawba Brewery... for craft beer
- Wicked Weed... for a tasting room
- PubCycle... for brews and biking mixed in one
- Sierra Nevada Brewery and Tap... for a brewery tour

BEST HANGOVER CURES
- Biscuit Head... for southern home cooking
- Sunny Point Cafe... for the best huevos rancheros
- Early Girl Eatery... for farm to table comfort food

LET’S GET PHYSICAL
- Electro Bike Tours... for exactly what it sounds like
- Sliding Rock... for a waterfall you can slide down
- ★ French Broad Rafting... for whitewater rafting
- Pisgah National Forest... for a hike

BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH
- Vortex Doughnuts... for unexpected flavor combos
- French Broad Chocolate Lounge... for chocolate in and around everything
- The Hop Ice Cream Cafe... for a good scream

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Atlanta, GA
it’s just peachy

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS
- Ponce City Market... for a food hall and shopping
- Krog Street Market... for a bite to eat and some history
- The Beltline... for a walk, run or bike ride
- Turner Field... for a Braves game

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
- Empire State South... for high end southern cooking and bocce on the patio
- Mary Mac's Tea Room... for old-school southern comfort food

BEST HANGOVER CURES
- West Egg... for the Thai iced black tea
- Flying Biscuit Cafe... for famous biscuits and breakfast all day
- Two Urban Licks... for wood-fired cuisine and live jazz

WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST
- Coke Museum... for the history behind the soft drink
- Atlanta Aquarium... for the largest aquarium in the Western hemisphere
- College Football Hall of Fame... for the Fan Experience Theater
- Center for Civil and Human Rights... for celebrating the civil rights movement

BEST PLACES FOR DATE NIGHT
- Proof and Provisions... for small plates and barrel-aged drinks
- Brick Store Pub... for the fish & chips and happy hour
- Ormsby's... for great food, booze and board games

WHERE TO SAY HOLY GUACAMOLE
- Tin Lizzy's Cantina... for pitchers of margaritas and live music
- The Original El Taco... for classic tex-mex and a free salsa bar

* Indicates Skimm HQ fav
**BEST SPOTS FOR DATE NIGHT**
- Alamo Drafthouse Cinema... for bottomless popcorn, iced tea and soft drinks
- Elephant Room... for live music and a mellow crowd
- Lenoir... for an intimate, shabby-chic atmosphere
- Easy Tiger... for a bakery meets beer garden

**BEST PLACES TO GO “BOTTOMS UP”**
- Rainey Street... for low-key bar hopping
- 6th Street... for shots and dancing

**LET’S GET PHYSICAL**
- Barton Creek Greenbelt... for biking, hiking, swimming and rock climbing
- Mt. Bonnell... for a good hike and the best view in town
- Barton Springs Pool... for an outdoor pool and people watching
- Zilker Park... for canoeing and kayaking

**BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH**
- Amy's Ice Cream... for “The Elvis”
- Gordough’s... for cocktails and donuts
- Moojo... for vegan-friendly dessert

**BEST PLACES TO NOT BREAK THE BANK**
- Hopdoody Burger Bar... for all-natural burgers and craft beer
- Elizabeth Street Cafe... for French and Vietnamese bites and a charming vibe
- Salt Lick... for famous BBQ and rustic decor
- Magnolia Cafe... for 24-hour eats

**WHERE TO SAY HOLY GUACAMOLE**
- Matt’s El Rancho... for a mariachi band serenade
- Gueros... for breakfast tacos
- Torchy’s Tacos... for picnic tables and the best secret menu

* Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Boston, MA
pahk the cah here

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LocALS
Public Gardens... for the Swan Boats or a scenic stroll
Fenway Park... for a Red Sox game
Boston Public Market... for local vendors and good food
The Lawn on D... for lawn games and live music

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
★ Galleria Umberto... for Sicilian-style pizza
Atlantic Fish Co... for quality lobster
Bastille Kitchen... for an old factory turned French bistro
★ Genes’ Chinese Flatbread... for the best noodles you’ll ever have

WHERE TO BEAT JET LAG
Neighborhoods Coffee & Crepes... for a family-owned artisan coffee shop
Flour... for sticky buns that beat Bobby Flay on Throwdown

BEST PLACES TO BLOW YOUR PAYCHECK
Newbury Street... for kinda quaint, kinda bougie
Charles St, Beacon Hill... for local boutiques and exposed brick
Copley Place... for a high-end shopping mall
Davis Sq, Somerville... for unique finds in an up and coming neighborhood

BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH
Bovas Bakery... for the coconut cake or Boston creme pie or both
Cannolis at Mike’s Pastry... for classic Italian desserts

WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST
Freedom Trail... for your US History fix
Museum of Science... for educating and entertaining the kids
Boston Harbor... for a boat tour or whale watching
Boston Duck Tour... for history on a boat and lots of photo ops

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Charleston, SC
palmetto trees & ocean breeze

**BEST PLACES TO GO “BOTTOMS UP”**
- **Cocktail Club**... for an upscale lounge with cocktails and couches
- **Gin Joint**... for an intimate spot with a 1920s flair
- **Stars**... for a great wine selection and a rooftop
- **The Belmont**... for custom cocktails and black and white movies

**BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE**
- **Halls Chophouse**... for a fancy steak dinner
- **Husk**... for innovative and modern lowcountry cuisine
- **FIG**... for seasonally inspired food in an upscale bistro setting
- **The Ordinary**... for the double seafood tower in a repurposed 1920s bank

**BEST HANGOVER CURES**
- **Toast!**... for Southern classics and breakfast all day
- **Poogan’s Porch**... for great food in a Victorian style townhouse
- **The Macintosh**... for top notch service and a creative menu

**LET’S GO TO THE BEACH, BEACH**
- **Folly Beach**... for sea, sand and surf
- **Sullivan’s Island**... for avoiding the crowd and a trip to Poe’s Tavern
- **Isle of Palms**... for a resort vibe

**FOOD WITH A VIEW**
- **Pavilion Bar**... for the best view of the city with a price tag to match
- **The Rooftop Bar at Vendue**... for finger foods and craft cocktails
- **Fleet Landing**... for seafood staples on a pierside deck

**WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST**
- **Old South Carriage Company**... for a quaint tour of historic Charleston
- **White Point Garden**... for a picnic by the water
- **Rainbow Row**... for the famous pastel-painted row of homes
- **Bulldog Tours**... for ghost tours of the holy city

*Indicates Skimm HQ fav*
Chicago, IL
windy city, you blew me away

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS
Wrigley Field... for a Cubs game
The Second City... for a comedy show
Millennium Park... for free cultural events (think movies and music)

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
The Purple Pig... for creative small plates and a great wine list
Girl & the Goat... for a family-style menu in a lively setting
Frontera Grill... for Mexican fare from Chef Rick Bayless

BEST HANGOVER CURES
Lula Cafe... for beer and eggs
The Publican... for pork-focused share plates at communal tables

FOOD WITH A VIEW
The Signature Lounge... for a sky high view on the roof of the John Hancock building
ROOF on theWit... for fancy cocktails

BEST POST BREAK-UP MEAL
Au Cheval... for an upscale diner vibe
Bottlefork... for sharing small plates with friends
★ Lou Malnati's... for the best deep dish pizza

WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST
Chicago's First Lady... for an architecture boat tour
The Bean... for the Instagram
Art Institute of Chicago... for one of the oldest museums in the US

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Denver, CO
in love with the COCO

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS
- Tattered Cover Bookstore... for free wifi in a cozy cafe
- RedRocks... for a concert and a view

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
- Linger... for unique cocktails and people watching
- Root Down... for an adventurous menu with quality service
- Bar Dough... for Italian food and a modern-rustic vibe
- Snooze... for the best brunch in town

BEST PLACES TO GO “BOTTOMS UP”
- Denver Beer Co... for a taproom, food trucks and a beer garden
- Denver Booze Cruise... for a bar-crawl on a bike

LET’S GET PHYSICAL
- Garden of the Gods... for the rock formations and a hike
- Rocky Mountain National Park... for hiking and wildlife
- Estes Park... for whitewater rafting
- Maxwell Falls... for a hike to a waterfall

WHERE TO BEAT JET LAG
- Thump Coffee... for exposed brick and plenty of seating
- Common Grounds... for boutique blends and board games
- Huckleberry Roasters... for espresso and funky seating

BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH
- Voodoo Doughnut... for crazy donuts
- Little Man Ice Cream... for your late-night ice cream craving
- Denver Biscuit Company... for biscuit sandwiches

* Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Los Angeles, CA
“what do you do in the industry?”

WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST
Malibu Country Mart... for an outdoor boutique mall
Rodeo Drive... for pretending you’re in Clueless
Hollywood Walk of Fame... for seeing the stars
Los Angeles County Museum of Art... for some art history

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
Dan Tana’s... for Italian staples in a clubby atmosphere
Son of a Gun... for a nautical vibe and quality seafood
Larchmont Wine and Cheese... for fine wines and gourmet sandwiches
Nobu... for a special occasion

LET’S GET PHYSICAL
Hollywood Sign... for a hike and an Instagram
Marvin Braude Bike Path... for riding a beach cruiser from Malibu to Venice
★ Runyon Canyon... for a hike and scenic views

WHERE TO BEAT JET LAG
Cofax... for cold brew or kombucha on draft
Andante Coffee... for a quiet spot to get your caffeine fix

BEST PLACES TO NOT BREAK THE BANK
Dinette... for a laid-back breakfast or lunch
In-N-Out Burger... for a quick bite on the go and the Instagram
Grand Central Market... for local vendors and game nights
Cafe Habana... for an artsy vibe, taco nights and karaoke

LET’S GO TO THE BEACH, BEACH
Venice Beach... for people watching
Balboa Island... for water sports or a boat ride
Newport Beach... for big waves, shopping or a dinner cruise

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Nashville, TN
viva Nashvegas

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS
Pinewood Social... for food, cocktails and bowling
Third Man Records... for records and events
The Honky Tonk Central... for pub food and live country music

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
The Yellow Porch... for an eclectic American bistro
★ Adele's... for farm-to-table American food
Etch... for upscale dining and excellent service
★ Acme Feed and Seed... for creative cocktails and live music

BEST HANGOVER CURES
Proper Bagel... for a NY style bagel
Pancake Pantry... for the pancakes
Biscuit Love... for locally sourced Southern breakfast

LET'S GET PHYSICAL
Harpeth River State Park... for a hike
Green Fleet Bicycle Tours... for sightseeing on wheels

WHERE TO BEAT JET LAG
Edgehill Cafe... for a relaxed spot with southern classics
Barista Parlor... for espresso in an industrial atmosphere

BEST POST BREAK-UP MEAL
Hattie B's Hot Chicken... for spicy fried chicken
McDougal's... for good beer on tap and free ice cream
The Pharmacy Burger Parlor... for great bar food and a beer garden

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
New York, NY
take a bite out of the big apple

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS
UCB Theatre... for a comedy show
Central Park... for a stroll and lots of history
★ North River Fish Bar... for seafood and cocktails on a yacht
Chelsea Market... for a variety of food and shops

BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE
Gato... for Spanish meets Mediterranean by Bobby Flay
★ Uncle Boons... for a trendy spin on Thai
★ Cafe Cluny... for a quaint neighborhood vibe
Jack’s Wife Freda... for American food with a modern flair

BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH
Magnolia Bakery... for the cupcakes
Levain Bakery... for the cookies
Momofuku Milk Bar... for the cake truffles
Serendipity... for the frozen hot chocolate

WHERE TO GO FOR A SLICE, SLICE BABY
Joe’s Pizza... for a quick, classic New York slice
Grimaldi’s... for coal brick oven pizza
Prince Street Pizza... for a thick slice with extra pepperoni

WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST
MoMA... for world-class modern art
The Metropolitan... for the largest art museum in the US
Times Square... for bright lights, marquees and Broadway shows

WHERE TO STAY UP IN THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS
The Jane... for an up-beat hotel bar
Sleep No More... for a performance and a speak easy
The Library... for cheap drinks and a jukebox
Fat Cat... for pool, ping-pong, board games and live jazz

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Seattle, WA
shoot for the STARbucks

WHERE TO BLEND IN WITH THE LOCALS

Ballard Farmer's Market... for local vendors
Elliot Bay Book Co... for a comfy bookstore
Melrose Market... for gourmet food and shopping
EMP Museum... for music lovers

BEST PLACES TO GO “BOTTOMS UP”

Fremont Brewing... for outdoor seating and free pretzels
Pyramid Alehouse... for pub food and beer on game day

BEST HANGOVER CURES

Portage Bay... for big portions and the amazing toppings bar
Oddfellows... for a hip crowd and stylish atmosphere
🌟Dahlia Lounge... for Asian-infused cuisine and famous coconut cream pie

WHERE TO BEAT JET LAG

Fuel... for a laid-back espresso bar
Storyville Coffee... for coffee by the fireplace
Victrola... for coffee tastings and a vintage vibe
Morsel... for biscuits with a side of caffeine

BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH

Top Pot Doughnuts... for treating yo’self
Theo's Chocolate... for chocolate everything
Fainting Goat Gelato... for big portions and organic options

BEST PLACES TO OWN BEING A TOURIST

Seattle Orca Whale Watching... for an over-whale-ming outing
Space Needle... for the best view of the city
Golden Gardens... for a hike or a picnic

* Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Washington, DC
let’s get poLITical

**BEST SPOTS TO WINE AND DINE**
- Old Ebbit Grill... for the oysters
- Toki Underground... for the ramen and sake
- Founding Farmers... for farm-to-table comfort food
- ★ Zaytinyas... for Mediterranean small plates

**BEST PLACES TO GO “BOTTOMS UP”**
- Dacha Beer Garden... for happy hour and beer in a boot
- POV... for a stylish rooftop lounge with a view
- Meridian Pint... for a neighborhood bar vibe

**BEST HANGOVER CURES**
- Ted’s Bulletin... for American comfort food with a twist
- Busboys and Poets... for a vegan-friendly coffee shop meets bookstore

**BEST SPOTS TO SATISFY YOUR SWEET TOOTH**
- Georgetown Cupcakes... for pretending you’re on TLC
- District Doughnut... for the Vanilla Chai Creme Brûlée donut
- Olivia Macaron... for a treat made for Instagram

**BEST PLACES TO BLOW A PAYCHECK**
- Georgetown Park... for high-end shops, discount stores and a bowling alley
- CityCenterDC... for upscale retailers and restaurants
- Union Station... for shopping while waiting for the train

**WHERE TO OWN BEING A TOURIST**
- Newseum... for the news junkies
- Smithsonian National Zoo... for the pandas
- Holocaust Memorial Museum... for the history
- National Mall... for all of the monuments

★ Indicates Skimm HQ fav
Want more? There’s a lot. All you have to do is search the Facebook group. Did we miss your favorite spot? Email us at skimmbassador@theskimm.com with subject line: Travel. And wherever you go, don’t forget to bring your Skimm swag, take a pic, and post it using #SkimmSpotted.

Happy trails!

P.S. YOU KNOW WE LOVE YOUR FEEDBACK...

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK HERE